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OUR INTENT - EARLY YEARS

The reception year is a fundamental stage in a child’s life and one in which we aim to welcome 
and settle our children and their families into our school community. We aim to provide 
children with the opportunities to develop a love of learning through positive relationships, 
memorable experiences and by giving them an active role in their learning by tailoring learning 
to the children’s interests . But, we also know the importance of the reception year to equip 
children with the fundamental skills as they prepare for the National Curriculum in Year 1.  

We aim to equip children with a strong foundation of Early Literacy Skills on which their 
learning can continue to build as they move through their school years.  We understand how 
early communication and Language and Literacy skills weave throughout the whole of the Early 
Years Curriculum and are the pathway for children’s success to access learning and new 
knowledge. 

Through a range of play based and adult led approaches, we work to ensure children secure a 
strong foundation of reading, writing and communication skills.  We work to support our 
families too, to enhance their understanding of the key role they play in their child’s learning 
journey.



SCHOOL LITERACY STATEMENT

• School Literacy Statement:

• We know that Literacy is fundamental to all areas of learning, as it unlocks 
access to the wider curriculum. A literate individual is granted greater life 
opportunities and the foundation for lifelong learning and employment, which 
strongly contributes to the development of all aspects of social and academic 
life. In 2018, Ofsted said that it was hard to overstate the importance of early 
literacy, as reading is the gateway to almost every other subject and to children 
discovering their own unique interests and talents. build a robust vocabulary 
and ‘unlock the door’ to their curriculum.



Key Findings of successful schools:

The right Early Years environment:



THE IMPORTANCE OF PLAY AND 
ENABLING INTERACTIONS



COMMUNICATION AND 
LANGUAGE

Gov.uk

Communication and Language:
Listening, Attention and Understanding

• Listen attentively and respond to what they 

hear with relevant questions, comments and 

actions when being read to and during whole 

class discussions and small group 

interactions.

• Make comments about what they have heard 

and ask questions to clarify their 

understanding.

• Hold conversations when engaged in back 

and forth exchanges with their teacher and 

peers.

Speaking

• Participate in small group, class and one to one 

discussions, offering their own ideas, using recently 

introduced vocabulary. 

• Offer explanations for why things might happen, 

make use of recently introduced vocabulary from 

stories, non-fiction, rhymes and poems when 

appropriate.

• Express their ideas and feelings about their 

experiences using full sentences, including use of 

past and present and future tense and making use of 

conjunctions with modelling from their teacher. 

Gov.uk The Reading 
Framework 2021



WHAT PRIORITIES DID WE IDENTIFY TO DEVELOP OUR 
TEACHING OF COMMUNICATION AND LANGUAGE / 

LITERACY IN EYFS? 

In light of the new curriculum, various training sessions and wider reading, we identified the following areas to develop to 
enhance our teaching:

Wider reading opportunities – teaching reading in a variety of approaches including weekly guided reading, book 
boxes linked to interests around the zones of the classroom and regular visits to the school library.

Standardising the teaching of phonics – updating our Phonics Programme, adopting Little Wandle:

More work to engage parents in the value of communication – including Dojo videos and our daily Time to Talk 
board.

The value of talk alongside play – increasing opportunities to play alongside and with children, taking time to model 
the serve and return nature of communication, develop language, sentence structure/tense and introduce new vocabulary.  
Furthering children’s opportunity and confidence to communicate their ideas, thoughts and opinions.

Greater range of activities to allow children to see the importance and value of good literacy / communication skills 
in the world beyond school- e.g. in our Local Community – making links to The Goldings Care Home.

Phonology – initial assessment to identify areas of weakness within the class and tailored sessions to plug gaps.



OUR APPROACH TO DEVELOPING CHILDREN’S 
SPOKEN LANGUAGE AND LISTENING IN OUR 

CLASSROOMS

High quality adult interactions.
Adult interactions and the role of questioning by an adult is key to unlocking the full potential of child led learning.  Staff are supported to deepen their 
understanding of the value of using open questioning with children to extend a child’s thinking but also the value of being the observer – listening and 
taking note from a distance.  We have expanded opportunities in the timetable to maximise time for adults playing with and alongside children to develop 
their spoken language and listening skills. We value fruit and lunch time as times of the day to sit together and talk – sharing experiences and listening to 
those around us.   These times also provide excellent links to be made to developing children’s understanding of oral and physical health.

Modelled language.
The positive use of rich language is embedded within our early years classrooms.  Adults model language continuously to children, repeating back ideas in 
full sentences, introducing children to new words, consolidating the meaning of existing language. 

Time to listen to stories, books, poems, rhymes.
Story time is a key part of each day, with several opportunities for the children to join together as a class to listen to a story, rhyme, poem or extract of a 
book by an adult. We also join together with Little Stars each Wednesday to visit the school library, taking time to share books informally together as well 
as joining for a whole group story time and discussion.

We have subscribed to The Poetry Basket to develop children’s love of poetry and ability to recite familiar poems in a fun way.



CONTINUED…

Following instructions.
Daily routines in class allow children to enhance their listening skills and to process / respond to information of increasing complexity.  
Instructions are also given in play based scenarios e.g. repeating patterns with music and beats.

Opportunities to discuss own ideas.
Weekly Show and Tell sessions are incredibly valuable for allowing children to practice their speaking in a familiar group, whilst allowing them to 
listen to others and ask questions.  Children develop the confidence to share their ideas and are encouraged and supported to speak in 
sentences to explain their thoughts.   Rich play based opportunities in the Early Years setting also provide children with opportunities to share 
ideas together and explain their thoughts.

WOW word celebrations.
Developing children’s vocabulary is a vital part of literacy development during the early years.  Children need to feel able to explore new words, 
understand their meaning, their context and have confidence to try to use them in their own speech.  Our WOW words allow us to celebrate 
and share new words for children.  These words are displayed around the classroom e.g. on our literacy working wall or in our Book Detectives 
board.  



COMMUNICATION AND LANGUAGE 
AUTUMN TERM 

LITTLE STARS PRESCHOOL YARMOUTH



COMMUNICATION AND LANGUAGE 
AUTUMN TERM 

LITTLE EXPLORERS PRE-SCHOOL SHALFLEET



COMMUNICATION AND LANGUAGE
AUTUMN TERM

BEACH CLASS RECEPTION YARMOUTH



COMMUNICATION AND LANGUAGE
AUTUMN TERM

RAINBOW CLASS RECEPTION SHALFLEET



COMMUNICATION AND LANGUAGE 
SPRING TERM 

LITTLE STARS PRESCHOOL YARMOUTH



COMMUNICATION AND LANGUAGE 
SPRING TERM 

LITTLE EXPLORERS PRE-SCHOOL SHALFLEET



COMMUNICATION AND LANGUAGE
SPRING TERM

BEACH CLASS RECEPTION YARMOUTH



COMMUNICATION AND LANGUAGE
SPRING TERM

RAINBOW CLASS RECEPTION SHALFLEET



COMMUNICATION AND LANGUAGE 
SUMMER TERM 

LITTLE STARS PRESCHOOL YARMOUTH



COMMUNICATION AND LANGUAGE 
SUMMER TERM 

LITTLE EXPLORERS PRE-SCHOOL SHALFLEET



COMMUNICATION AND LANGUAGE
SUMMER TERM

BEACH CLASS RECEPTION YARMOUTH



COMMUNICATION AND LANGUAGE
SUMMER TERM

RAINBOW CLASS RECEPTION SHALFLEET



LITERACY (READING)

Literacy
Comprehension

Demonstrate understanding of what has been read to them by 

retelling stories and narratives using their own words and recently 

introduced vocabulary.

Anticipate, where appropriate, key events in stories.

Use and understand recently introduced vocabulary during 

discussions about stories, non-fiction, rhymes and poems during 

role play.

Word Reading
Say a sound for each letter in the alphabet and at least 10 

digraphs.

Read words consistent with their phonic knowledge by sound 

blending.

Read aloud simple sentences and books that are consistent with 

their phonic knowledge, including some common exception 

words. 

Gov.uk   The Reading Framework 2021 



OUR APPROACH TO DEVELOPING 
CHILDREN’S READING IN OUR CLASSROOMS

Regular reading 1:1 giving children time to practice their reading strategies with daily reading for lowest 20%.  Updating 
the book bag texts we have in school to follow recommendations from Little Wandle.

Helping children to discover that love of reading – taking trips to the Local Library to explore local facilities.

Engaging and supporting families – supporting parents in gaining membership to the Local Library.

Systematic phonics programme to support children in the mechanical development of reading – segmenting and 
blending sounds to read words and recognizing sight words.  Regular assessment points.

Planned guided reading activities to support the wider reading skills.

Choosing high quality texts that link with children’s interests and themes in class.  Book boxes around the environment 
to encourage children to delve into books and further their knowledge / apply reading skills.

Using a wide approach to reading e.g. having reading games as well as books to challenge children to apply their reading 
skills.  Using singing and rhymes to retell stories and learn new words/sounds.

Teaching children the value of reading.  Why do we learn our phonics?  What is the purpose of reading?



READING 
AUTUMN TERM 

LITTLE STARS PRE-SCHOOL YARMOUTH



READING 
AUTUMN TERM

LITTLE EXPLORERS PRESCHOOL SHALFLEET



READING 
AUTUMN TERM 

BEACH CLASS RECEPTION YARMOUTH



READING 
AUTUMN TERM 

RAINBOW CLASS RECEPTION SHALFLEET



READING 
SPRING TERM 

LITTLE STARS PRE-SCHOOL YARMOUTH



READING 
SPRING TERM

LITTLE EXPLORERS PRESCHOOL 
SHALFLEET



READING 
SPRING TERM 

BEACH CLASS RECEPTION YARMOUTH



BEACH CLASS READING CONTINUED..



READING 
SPRING TERM 

RAINBOW CLASS RECEPTION SHALFLEET

Child led – shared book from 
home linked to theme of the 
class.



READING
SUMMER TERM 

LITTLE STARS PRESCHOOL YARMOUTH



READING
SUMMER TERM 

LITTLE EXPLORERS PRE-SCHOOL SHALFLEET



READING
SUMMER TERM

BEACH CLASS RECEPTION YARMOUTH



READING
SUMMER TERM

RAINBOW CLASS RECEPTION SHALFLEET



LITERACY (WRITING)

Writing

Write recognisable letters, most of which are correctly 

formed.

Spell words by identifying sounds in them and 

representing the sounds with a letter or letters.

Write simple phrases and sentences that can be read 

by others. 

Preparing to write:

Physical Development
Gross Motor Skills

• Negotiate space and obstacles safely.

• Demonstrate strength, balance and coordination 

when playing.

• Move energetically, such as running, jumping, 

dancing, hopping, skipping and climbing.

Physical Development
Fine Motor Skills

• Hold a pencil effectively in preparation for fluent 

writing – using the tripod grip in almost all cases.

• Use a range of small tools, including scissors, 

paintbrushes and cutlery.

• Begin to show accuracy and care when drawing.



OUR APPROACH TO DEVELOPING 
CHILDREN’S WRITING IN OUR CLASSROOMS

• Strength to write – Gross and Fine Motor Skill development - We recognise that writing is a complex skill with many important 
skills needing to work together, including bilateral co-ordination skills, crossing the midline and the development of gross, fine and visual 
motor skills.  Through the year, children’s skills are built upon, with an emphasis on building body strength/control/coordination in gross 
motor development, progressing to finer motor skill development.  Funky Fingers offers children fun activities within the daily environment 
(free choice and adult led) to support the development of key strength and coordination in preparation for the physical demands of 
writing.

• Phonics  - During phonics, children are offered focused opportunities to apply their developing skills, using sound buttons to sound out
individual words, progressing to whole sentences.  Tricky words are embedded        into the teaching of phonics, with opportunities given 
to children to read, write and apply the new words they acquire. 

• Handwriting - Handwriting goes through a journey during the Reception year, progressing from opportunities offered through play to 
short, regular, discrete handwriting sessions.  In play a range of resources will be embedded within the environment with links to the 
children’s interests e.g. copying letters/words with paints, chalks, a range of pens (including invisible spy pens, highlighters) and word 
wands/props.  When we progress to more formal handwriting lessons, more emphasis is then needed on supporting posture, seating 
position.  The Read, Write inc. rhymes are used throughout the year to embed correct letter formation.  As a Federation we support our 
children to form letters correctly, progressing to exploring the lead out line during their time in Reception. 

• Purposeful opportunities to write - We work from the children’s interests in the Reception year, meaning children engage in 
purposeful opportunities to write where there motivation and interest to write has meaning.   Writing will progress through the year, 
progressing from mark making that serves meaning to the child, labels and captions, sentences and then to longer pieces.   Resources are 
placed around the environment to ensure children can easily and independently access the tools they need to support their writing.

• Modelled writing  Opportunities for adults to model transferring the children’s spoken ideas into writing are a fundamental part of 
children realizing the value and role of written text.  This may be a whole class opportunity to write a letter back to a story character or 
member of the community but each time the hook we use will be in response to the children’s themes and interests.  Links are made to 
other year groups too, with opportunities taken e.g. for older year groups to interact with Reception children and write stories based on 
their interests.



WRITING 
AUTUMN TERM 

LITTLE STARS PRE-SCHOOL YARMOUTH



WRITING 
AUTUMN TERM 

LITTLE EXPLORERS PRESCHOOL, SHALFLEET



WRITING 
AUTUMN TERM 

BEACH CLASS RECEPTION YARMOUTH



WRITING CONTINUED 



WRITING 
AUTUMN TERM

RAINBOW CLASS RECEPTION SHALFLEET



WRITING 
AUTUMN TERM 

LITTLE STARS PRE-SCHOOL YARMOUTH



WRITING 
SPRING TERM 

LITTLE EXPLORERS PRESCHOOL, SHALFLEET

Plenty of writing opportunities 
throughout the learning 
environment – indoors and out.  
Large scale and horizontal as 
well as vertical templates to 
mark make on. 



WRITING 
SPRING TERM 

BEACH CLASS RECEPTION YARMOUTH



BEACH CLASS WRITING 
CONTINUED..



WRITING 
SPRING TERM

RAINBOW CLASS RECEPTION SHALFLEET



WRITING
SUMMER TERM 

LITTLE STARS PRESCHOOL YARMOUTH



WRITING
SUMMER TERM 

LITTLE EXPLORERS PRE-SCHOOL SHALFLEET



WRITING
SUMMER TERM

BEACH CLASS RECEPTION YARMOUTH



WRITING
SUMMER TERM

RAINBOW CLASS RECEPTION 
SHALFLEET



ASSESSMENT

• Daily assessment within the environments allow practitioners to plan activities to 
ensure children continue to make progress.

• End of unit phonics assessments allow regular tracking of phonics progress.  Gaps 
are identified and interventions and planning put in place to allow gaps to be 
closed.

• Half termly Venn diagrams of the prime areas showcasing needs of whole class 
identifying strengths, needs, next steps.  

• Regular reading and updating of the lower 20-30% of readers in class helps to 
inform next steps to support children with reading progress.  Help shared with 
parents to support home reading on dojo and resources sent home for parent to 
use e.g. tricky words and sounds specific to needs of children / phonics games.



SUBJECT LEADER REPORT



MONITORING AND EVALUATING
Impact of the implementation of 
the teaching of Early Literacy Skills 
is measured in a variety of ways.

These include: 

• Talking to children and families 
about their experiences

• Time spent in the learning 
environments

• Assessment data

• Looking at samples of 
children’s work



ACTION PLAN CONTINUED…



FURTHER READING

Oxford Language Report 2020

National College Training Resources\Bringing-Words-to-Life-Booklet.pdf

Milestones poster What's Typical Talk at Primary.pdf

Snow Model - Oral Competency

https://fdslive.oup.com/www.oup.com/oxed/wordgap/Bridging_the_Word_Gap_at_Transition_2020.pdf?region=uk
National College Training Resources/Bringing-Words-to-Life-Booklet.pdf
National College Training Resources/Download from language training - milestones poster What's Typical Talk at Primary.pdf
National College Training Resources/Snow report oral competency model.docx

